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The DGRB energy spectrum
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• cumulative emission of unresolved sources (blazars, star-forming galaxies, 
misaligned AGNs, …) 

• model their luminosity functions, distributions and emission mechanisms and 
constrain them with observations of detected sources
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Figure 9: The energy spectrum of the DGRB (black points) as recently measured by the Fermi LAT
[9]. Gray boxes around each data point denote the uncertainty associated with the Galactic di↵use
emission. The solid color lines indicate the expect gamma-ray emission from unresolved sources, for 4
di↵erent well-established astrophysical populations: blazars (in orange), MAGNs (in green), SFGs (in
blue) and MSPs (in red). Color bands represent the corresponding uncertainties on the emission of each
population. Estimates are taken from Ref. [25] (blazars), Ref. [29] (MAGNs), Ref. [159] (SFGs) and
Ref. [38] (MSPs).

depicted in Fig. 9 by orange, green, blue and red lines, respectively.12 Each contribution
is embedded in a band that denotes the level of uncertainty a↵ecting the prediction. The
largest is the one associated with MAGNs (light green band) spanning almost one order of
magnitude. Black data points represent the new Fermi LAT measurement of the DGRB
in Ref. [9] (see Sec. 2.1). The gray boxes around the data points indicate the systematic
error associated with the modeling of the Galactic foreground. From the figure, it is
clear that MSPs are subdominant and that the remaining 3 astrophysical components can
potentially explain the whole DGRB, leaving very little room for additional contributions
(see also Refs. [61, 246, 215]). Similar results have been recently obtained by Ref. [65].
This reference also shows that the goodness of the fit to the Fermi LAT DGRB energy
spectrum in terms of astrophysical sources depends significantly on the model adopted
for the di↵use Galactic foreground and on the slope of the energy spectrum of unresolved
SFGs.

12Ref. [25] only provides the total emission from resolved and unresolved blazars. Since we are inter-
ested in the unresolved component, the orange line in Fig. 9 is obtained by subtracting the emission of
resolved sources from Ref. [9] from the total signal from blazars. The width of the light orange band is,
then, computed summing the estimated errors of the two components in quadrature.
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Model-dependent approach
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• abundant sources (blazars): population 
studies on resolved emitters 

• rare sources (star-forming galaxies and 
misaligned AGNs): assume correlation 
with other frequencies

24 The Fermi LAT Collaboration
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FIG. 4.— As Figure 3, but showing gamma-ray luminosity (0.1–100 GeV) versus total IR luminosity (8–1000 µm). IR luminosity uncertainties for the non-
detected galaxies are omitted for clarity, but are typically ∼ 0.06 dex. The upper abscissa indicates SFR estimated from the IR luminosity according to equation
1 (Kennicutt 1998b).
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Fig. 1.— Observed redshift (upper left), photon index (upper right), 0.1–100GeV source-
count (lower left), and 10–500GeV source-count (lower right) distributions of Fermi-LAT

blazars. For the upper panels, the continuous solid line is the PLE model convolved with
the detection efficiency of Fermi-LAT (see Abdo et al. 2010c), while for the lower ones it

represents the predictions of the LF models. The 68% uncertainty band in the lower right
panel shows the prediction, for the 10–500GeV source counts, of the LF and SED model.

Error bars compatible with zero are 1σ upper limits for the case of observing zero events in
a given bin.

energies larger than those probed here, while for FSRQs, because of the larger average
redshifts, the EBL efficiently suppresses their >50GeV flux.

For the model reported above, the high-energy peak is a function of Eb alone, for fixed

γa and γb. We calibrated the relationships between Eb and the LAT-measured power-law
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Fig. 1.— Observed redshift (upper left), photon index (upper right), 0.1–100GeV source-
count (lower left), and 10–500GeV source-count (lower right) distributions of Fermi-LAT

blazars. For the upper panels, the continuous solid line is the PLE model convolved with
the detection efficiency of Fermi-LAT (see Abdo et al. 2010c), while for the lower ones it

represents the predictions of the LF models. The 68% uncertainty band in the lower right
panel shows the prediction, for the 10–500GeV source counts, of the LF and SED model.

Error bars compatible with zero are 1σ upper limits for the case of observing zero events in
a given bin.

energies larger than those probed here, while for FSRQs, because of the larger average
redshifts, the EBL efficiently suppresses their >50GeV flux.

For the model reported above, the high-energy peak is a function of Eb alone, for fixed

γa and γb. We calibrated the relationships between Eb and the LAT-measured power-law

Ajello et al., Astrophys. J. 800 (2015) 2, L27   

Ackermann et al.,  
Astrophys. J. 755 (2012) 164   
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Anisotropies and angular power spectrum (APS)
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• anisotropies provide a complementary way to reconstruct the composition of 
the DGRB 

• same model can be used to predict the anisotropy APS of unresolved 
sources

3

III. ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS

A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2. (2)

Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .
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Figure 9: The energy spectrum of the DGRB (black points) as recently measured by the Fermi LAT
[9]. Gray boxes around each data point denote the uncertainty associated with the Galactic di↵use
emission. The solid color lines indicate the expect gamma-ray emission from unresolved sources, for 4
di↵erent well-established astrophysical populations: blazars (in orange), MAGNs (in green), SFGs (in
blue) and MSPs (in red). Color bands represent the corresponding uncertainties on the emission of each
population. Estimates are taken from Ref. [25] (blazars), Ref. [29] (MAGNs), Ref. [159] (SFGs) and
Ref. [38] (MSPs).

depicted in Fig. 9 by orange, green, blue and red lines, respectively.12 Each contribution
is embedded in a band that denotes the level of uncertainty a↵ecting the prediction. The
largest is the one associated with MAGNs (light green band) spanning almost one order of
magnitude. Black data points represent the new Fermi LAT measurement of the DGRB
in Ref. [9] (see Sec. 2.1). The gray boxes around the data points indicate the systematic
error associated with the modeling of the Galactic foreground. From the figure, it is
clear that MSPs are subdominant and that the remaining 3 astrophysical components can
potentially explain the whole DGRB, leaving very little room for additional contributions
(see also Refs. [61, 246, 215]). Similar results have been recently obtained by Ref. [65].
This reference also shows that the goodness of the fit to the Fermi LAT DGRB energy
spectrum in terms of astrophysical sources depends significantly on the model adopted
for the di↵use Galactic foreground and on the slope of the energy spectrum of unresolved
SFGs.

12Ref. [25] only provides the total emission from resolved and unresolved blazars. Since we are inter-
ested in the unresolved component, the orange line in Fig. 9 is obtained by subtracting the emission of
resolved sources from Ref. [9] from the total signal from blazars. The width of the light orange band is,
then, computed summing the estimated errors of the two components in quadrature.
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New APS measurement
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Ackermann et al. (2012) Fornasa et al. (2016)
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Pass 6 (DIFFUSE_v3) front and 
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Pass 7 reprocessed 

(ULTRACLEAN_v15) front
4 energy bins 

between 1-50 GeV
13 energy bins  

between 0.5-500 GeV

masking sources in 1FGL masking sources in 3FGL  
(and 2FGL)

4

FIG. 1. Intensity maps (in cm−2s−1sr−1) in Galactic coordinates for energies between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV, shown unmasked (top)
and after applying the default mask removing sources in 3FGL, as described in Sec. III B (bottom). Data used here follow the
default processing (see Sec. II), but they include both front- and back-converting events. Both maps have been smoothed with
a gaussian beam with σ = 0.5◦ and their projection scheme is Mollweide.

FIG. 2. Same as the bottom panel of Fig. 1 but with our model for the Galactic foreground subtracted (see Sec. IIIC). The
residuals have been smoothed with a gaussian beam with σ = 1◦. The projection scheme is Mollweide.
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FIG. 1. Intensity maps (in cm−2s−1sr−1) in Galactic coordinates for energies between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV, shown unmasked (top)
and after applying the default mask removing sources in 3FGL, as described in Sec. III B (bottom). Data used here follow the
default processing (see Sec. II), but they include both front- and back-converting events. Both maps have been smoothed with
a gaussian beam with σ = 0.5◦ and their projection scheme is Mollweide.

FIG. 2. Same as the bottom panel of Fig. 1 but with our model for the Galactic foreground subtracted (see Sec. IIIC). The
residuals have been smoothed with a gaussian beam with σ = 1◦. The projection scheme is Mollweide.
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III. ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS

A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2. (2)

Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:
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ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN
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ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .
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beam window function is independent of energy and IRFs.
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ones for back-converting events. The different colors stand
for 4 different representative energies.

derivation of the model are described in Ref. [39]. This261

foreground model, together with an isotropic component,262

is fitted to the data in the unmasked region of the sky263

and in each one of the 13 coarser energy bins, using264

GaRDiAn. The default mask is adopted when fitting the265

diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model is then266

subtracted from the intensity maps in each energy bin to267

obtain residual intensity maps, on which the anisotropy268

measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an example269

of the residual intensity map for the data in the energy270

bin between 1 and 2 GeV.271

We investigate the impact of foreground cleaning on272

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. VC.273

D. Noise and beam window functions274

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity275

maps using the PolSpice package [36]. PolSpice276

deconvolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and277

it also provides the covariance matrix for the estimated278

Cℓ.279

Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument280

(given by its point-spread function, PSF) and the finite281

angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pixelization282

scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-APS at283

large multipoles (i.e. small angular scales). This effect284

is described using the beam window function W beam
ℓ and285

pixel window function W pix
ℓ , respectively. We note that286

they affect the signal but not the noise term CN (see287

Ref. [1]). We use the beam and pixel window functions288

to correct the suppression at large multipoles so that our289

estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:290

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − δijCi

N

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where the i and j indexes run from 1 to 13 and label291

emission in different energy bins. The case i = j292

corresponds to the auto-APS and the one with i ̸= j to293

the cross-APS between energy bins. Also, CPol,ij
ℓ is the294

APS delivered by PolSpice, which is already corrected295

for the effect of masking. The noise term δijCi
N is equal to296

zero for the cross-APS since it is due to shot noise from297

the finite statistics of the gamma-ray events, which is298

uncorrelated between different energy bins. We compute299

Ci
N from the shot noise Ck

N of the 100 finely-gridded300

intensity maps, where301

Ck
N =

⟨nk
γ,pix/(A

k
pix)

2⟩
Ωpix

, (5)

where nk
γ,pix and Ak

pix are the number of observed events302

and the exposure, respectively, in each pixel and for the303

k-th finely-gridded energy bin. The averaging is done304

over the unmasked pixels. Ωpix is the pixel solid angle,305

which is the same for each pixel. See Appendix A for306

a derivation of Eq. 5. The noise term Ci
N for the auto-307

APS in the i-th large energy bin is given by the sum of308

the noise terms in Eq. 5 of all the finely-gridded energy309

bins covered by the i-th bin. We note that Eq. 5 is310

more accurate than the shot noise used in Ref. [1], i.e.311

CN = ⟨nγ,pix⟩/(Ωpix⟨A2
pix⟩).312

The beam window function is computed as follows:313

W beam
ℓ (E) = 2π

! 1

−1

d cos θPℓ(cos(θ))PSF(θ; E), (6)

where Pℓ(cos(θ)) are the Legendre polynomials and314

PSF(θ; E) is the energy-dependent PSF for a given set of315

IRFs, with θ denoting the angular distance in the PSF.316

We use the gtpsf tool in the Science Tools package317

to calculate the effective PSF, as a function of energy,318

averaged over the actual pointing and live-time history319

of the LAT. The beam window functions are calculated320

separately for the P7REP ULTRACLEAN V15 front-321

and back-converting events. Finally, the pixel window322

function W pix
ℓ is computed using the tools provided in323

the HEALPix package for Nside=1024. Since we use324

the same map resolution for all maps, the pixel window325

function does not depend on the energy.326

The pixel window function and the beam window327

function for front and back events are shown separately328

in Fig. 3, for the P7REP ULTRACLEAN V15 IRF at329

4 representative energies. Note that the pixel window330

4 In the remainder of the paper, we commonly refer to this
estimator simply by Cℓ instead of Csignal

ℓ .
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III. ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS

A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2. (2)

Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .
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FIG. 3. The gray short-dashed line shows the pixel window
function of a HEALPix map with Nside=1024. The pixel
beam window function is independent of energy and IRFs.
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lines are used for front-converting events and long-dashed
ones for back-converting events. The different colors stand
for 4 different representative energies.

derivation of the model are described in Ref. [39]. This261

foreground model, together with an isotropic component,262

is fitted to the data in the unmasked region of the sky263

and in each one of the 13 coarser energy bins, using264

GaRDiAn. The default mask is adopted when fitting the265

diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model is then266

subtracted from the intensity maps in each energy bin to267

obtain residual intensity maps, on which the anisotropy268

measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an example269

of the residual intensity map for the data in the energy270

bin between 1 and 2 GeV.271

We investigate the impact of foreground cleaning on272

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. VC.273

D. Noise and beam window functions274

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity275

maps using the PolSpice package [36]. PolSpice276

deconvolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and277

it also provides the covariance matrix for the estimated278

Cℓ.279

Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument280

(given by its point-spread function, PSF) and the finite281

angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pixelization282

scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-APS at283

large multipoles (i.e. small angular scales). This effect284

is described using the beam window function W beam
ℓ and285

pixel window function W pix
ℓ , respectively. We note that286

they affect the signal but not the noise term CN (see287

Ref. [1]). We use the beam and pixel window functions288

to correct the suppression at large multipoles so that our289

estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:290

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − δijCi

N

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where the i and j indexes run from 1 to 13 and label291

emission in different energy bins. The case i = j292

corresponds to the auto-APS and the one with i ̸= j to293

the cross-APS between energy bins. Also, CPol,ij
ℓ is the294

APS delivered by PolSpice, which is already corrected295

for the effect of masking. The noise term δijCi
N is equal to296

zero for the cross-APS since it is due to shot noise from297

the finite statistics of the gamma-ray events, which is298

uncorrelated between different energy bins. We compute299

Ci
N from the shot noise Ck

N of the 100 finely-gridded300

intensity maps, where301

Ck
N =

⟨nk
γ,pix/(A

k
pix)

2⟩
Ωpix

, (5)

where nk
γ,pix and Ak

pix are the number of observed events302

and the exposure, respectively, in each pixel and for the303

k-th finely-gridded energy bin. The averaging is done304

over the unmasked pixels. Ωpix is the pixel solid angle,305

which is the same for each pixel. See Appendix A for306

a derivation of Eq. 5. The noise term Ci
N for the auto-307

APS in the i-th large energy bin is given by the sum of308

the noise terms in Eq. 5 of all the finely-gridded energy309

bins covered by the i-th bin. We note that Eq. 5 is310

more accurate than the shot noise used in Ref. [1], i.e.311

CN = ⟨nγ,pix⟩/(Ωpix⟨A2
pix⟩).312

The beam window function is computed as follows:313

W beam
ℓ (E) = 2π

! 1

−1

d cos θPℓ(cos(θ))PSF(θ; E), (6)

where Pℓ(cos(θ)) are the Legendre polynomials and314

PSF(θ; E) is the energy-dependent PSF for a given set of315

IRFs, with θ denoting the angular distance in the PSF.316

We use the gtpsf tool in the Science Tools package317

to calculate the effective PSF, as a function of energy,318

averaged over the actual pointing and live-time history319

of the LAT. The beam window functions are calculated320

separately for the P7REP ULTRACLEAN V15 front-321

and back-converting events. Finally, the pixel window322

function W pix
ℓ is computed using the tools provided in323

the HEALPix package for Nside=1024. Since we use324

the same map resolution for all maps, the pixel window325

function does not depend on the energy.326

The pixel window function and the beam window327

function for front and back events are shown separately328

in Fig. 3, for the P7REP ULTRACLEAN V15 IRF at329

4 representative energies. Note that the pixel window330

4 In the remainder of the paper, we commonly refer to this
estimator simply by Cℓ instead of Csignal

ℓ .
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• contamination of Galactic foreground at low ℓ and effect of the beam window 
function at large ℓ 

• fitting the data with a Poissonian APS: χ2/dof = 0.91 

• fits with A(ℓ/ℓ0)α and CP + A(ℓ/ℓ0)α have also been considered
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but showing a wider range in multipole, going from ℓ = 10 to 2000. The two dashed grey vertical lines
indicate the lower and upper bounds of the multipole range used for the present analysis. Note the different scale of the y-axis
in each panel.

to 2000. This illustrates the behavior of the auto-APS613

above and below the signal region used in our analysis,614

i.e. between ℓ = 49 and 706. At large scales (i.e., low615

multipoles), there might be some residual contamination616

from the Galactic foregrounds. This motivates our choice617

of neglecting the APS below ℓ = 49. In Sec. VC the618

effect of foreground contamination is discussed in more619

detail. On the other hand, at high multipoles and at low620

energies (left panel), the size of the error bars increases621

dramatically due to the strong signal suppression caused622

by the beam window functions. Our signal region623

neglects any Cℓ above 706. At high energies (right panel),624

the effect of the beam window function is more modest,625

even up to ℓ = 2000 (see Fig. 3). In principle, for high626

energies, we could consider a signal region in multipole627

that extends to smaller scales. However, we prefer to628

work with a window in multipole that is independent of629

the energy bin and, therefore, we choose the value of630

ℓ = 706 as a reasonable compromise.631

Note that each individual data point in Figs. 6 and 7632

can be negative, since our auto-APS estimator quantifies633

the excess of power with respect to the photon noise CN.634

We fit the auto-APS (between ℓ = 49 and 706) in each635

energy bin to a constant value, in order to determine636

the Poissonian CP (the possibility of a non-constant Cℓ637

is considered later). The fit is performed as discussed638

in the previous section. The best-fit CP are reported639

in Tabs. I and II for the different energy bins and for640

the masks around 3FGL and 2FGL sources, respectively.641

They are also reported as the solid red and dashed blue642

lines in Figs. 6, 7, 29 and 30, when masking sources in643

3FGL and 2FGL, respectively. In the former case, we644

also show the estimated 68% CL error on CP as a pink645

band. The significance of the measured Poissonian auto-646

APS can be quantified by computing the Test Statistics647

(TS) of the best-fit CP, defined as the difference between648

the −2 lnL of the best fit and the −2 lnL of the null649

hypothesis. The latter is obtained from Eq. 10 by setting650

CP to zero. Assuming Wilks’ theorem, TS is distributed651

as χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom and, thus,652

it can be used to estimate the significance associated to653

CP. For the default data set masking 3FGL sources, the654

significance of the measured CP is larger than 3 σ for655

all energy bins up to 21.8 GeV, except between 5.00 and656

10.45 GeV. The significance of the detection is reported657

in italics in Tabs. I and II. In the case of the mask around658

3FGL sources, the highest significance in the auto-APS659

is 6.3σ and it is reached in the second energy bin, i.e.660

between 0.72 and 1.04 GeV.661

The way the auto- and cross-APS depend on the energy662

(i.e. the so-called “anisotropy energy spectrum”) is663

an informative observable that can provide insight into664

the emission causing the anisotropic signal. In fact,665

in the case that the auto-APS is produced by a single666

population of sources, the anisotropy energy spectrum667

allows their energy spectrum to be reconstructed [27, 42,668

43]8. If more than one class of objects are responsible for669

the signal, then, by detecting features in the anisotropy670

energy spectrum, it may be possible to identify energy671

regimes where the different classes dominate the signal.672

The measured anisotropy energy spectrum for the673

auto-APS is shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the data674

points are weighted by E4/∆E2 where E is the log-675

center of the energy bin and ∆E is the width of the676

bin. This weighting is introduced in order to compare677

the anisotropy energy spectrum directly with the squared678

intensity energy spectrum of the sources responsible for679

8 The anisotropy energy spectrum traces the intensity energy
spectrum of the sources responsible for the anisotropy signal only
if the clustering of the source population is independent of energy.
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to 2000. This illustrates the behavior of the auto-APS613

above and below the signal region used in our analysis,614

i.e. between ℓ = 49 and 706. At large scales (i.e., low615

multipoles), there might be some residual contamination616

from the Galactic foregrounds. This motivates our choice617

of neglecting the APS below ℓ = 49. In Sec. VC the618

effect of foreground contamination is discussed in more619

detail. On the other hand, at high multipoles and at low620

energies (left panel), the size of the error bars increases621

dramatically due to the strong signal suppression caused622

by the beam window functions. Our signal region623

neglects any Cℓ above 706. At high energies (right panel),624

the effect of the beam window function is more modest,625

even up to ℓ = 2000 (see Fig. 3). In principle, for high626

energies, we could consider a signal region in multipole627

that extends to smaller scales. However, we prefer to628

work with a window in multipole that is independent of629

the energy bin and, therefore, we choose the value of630

ℓ = 706 as a reasonable compromise.631

Note that each individual data point in Figs. 6 and 7632

can be negative, since our auto-APS estimator quantifies633

the excess of power with respect to the photon noise CN.634

We fit the auto-APS (between ℓ = 49 and 706) in each635

energy bin to a constant value, in order to determine636

the Poissonian CP (the possibility of a non-constant Cℓ637

is considered later). The fit is performed as discussed638

in the previous section. The best-fit CP are reported639

in Tabs. I and II for the different energy bins and for640

the masks around 3FGL and 2FGL sources, respectively.641

They are also reported as the solid red and dashed blue642

lines in Figs. 6, 7, 29 and 30, when masking sources in643

3FGL and 2FGL, respectively. In the former case, we644

also show the estimated 68% CL error on CP as a pink645

band. The significance of the measured Poissonian auto-646

APS can be quantified by computing the Test Statistics647

(TS) of the best-fit CP, defined as the difference between648

the −2 lnL of the best fit and the −2 lnL of the null649

hypothesis. The latter is obtained from Eq. 10 by setting650

CP to zero. Assuming Wilks’ theorem, TS is distributed651

as χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom and, thus,652

it can be used to estimate the significance associated to653

CP. For the default data set masking 3FGL sources, the654

significance of the measured CP is larger than 3 σ for655

all energy bins up to 21.8 GeV, except between 5.00 and656

10.45 GeV. The significance of the detection is reported657

in italics in Tabs. I and II. In the case of the mask around658

3FGL sources, the highest significance in the auto-APS659

is 6.3σ and it is reached in the second energy bin, i.e.660

between 0.72 and 1.04 GeV.661

The way the auto- and cross-APS depend on the energy662

(i.e. the so-called “anisotropy energy spectrum”) is663

an informative observable that can provide insight into664

the emission causing the anisotropic signal. In fact,665

in the case that the auto-APS is produced by a single666

population of sources, the anisotropy energy spectrum667

allows their energy spectrum to be reconstructed [27, 42,668

43]8. If more than one class of objects are responsible for669

the signal, then, by detecting features in the anisotropy670

energy spectrum, it may be possible to identify energy671

regimes where the different classes dominate the signal.672

The measured anisotropy energy spectrum for the673

auto-APS is shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the data674

points are weighted by E4/∆E2 where E is the log-675

center of the energy bin and ∆E is the width of the676

bin. This weighting is introduced in order to compare677

the anisotropy energy spectrum directly with the squared678

intensity energy spectrum of the sources responsible for679

8 The anisotropy energy spectrum traces the intensity energy
spectrum of the sources responsible for the anisotropy signal only
if the clustering of the source population is independent of energy.
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FIG. 8. Anisotropy energy spectra for the auto-APS using the
reference data set with the default 3FGL mask (red circles)
in comparison with the case in which we use the default mask
around 2FGL sources (blue triangles).

the anisotropy signal. Fig. 8 compares the auto-APS680

CP for the case of the mask excluding 3FGL sources (red681

circles) to that of the mask excluding 2FGL sources (blue682

triangles). As already mentioned, the amplitude of the683

auto-APS is lower when we exclude the sources in 3FGL.684

In both data sets, the low-energy part of the spectrum685

appears generally consistent with a power law, while a686

feature is apparent around 7 GeV. We comment further687

on the structure of the anisotropy energy spectrum in688

Sec. VI.689

B. Cross-correlation angular power spectra690

Two examples of the cross-APS between energy bins691

are shown in Fig. 9. The left panel is for the cross-692

APS between bins at low energies. A clear correlation693

is detected in the multipole range of interest (bounded694

by the vertical grey lines in the figure). Note the effect695

of the beam window function on the error bars at high696

multipoles, as in Fig. 7. The right panel shows the cross-697

APS between two high-energy bins. This combination698

does not correspond to a significant detection, as the699

best-fit CP is compatible with zero.700

The best-fit CP for the cross-APS between the i-th and701

the j-th energy bins are shown in Appendix C, multiplied702

by E2
i E

2
j /∆Ei∆Ej and for all the possible combinations703

of energy bins. Cross-APS CP is detected in most704

combinations of energy bins, with the ones failing to yield705

a detection mainly involving the two highest energy bins.706

Tabs. I and II report the detected cross-APS with their707

significance9. The largest detection significance is 7.8σ708

9 Note that in some cases the best-fit CP is negative. However,

for the case of the cross-APS between the energy bin709

from 1.99 and 3.15 GeV and the energy bin between 3.15710

and 5.0 GeV.711

The tables also report in bold the χ2 associated with712

the best-fit CP according to the definition in Eq. 9.713

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the 91 χ2 of best-714

fit CP in the the 91 independent combinations of the715

13 energy bins. The solid black line refers to the case716

when all sources in 3FGL are masked and the dashed717

blue line when only sources in 2FGL are masked. Both718

distributions match very well that of a χ2 distribution719

with 9 degrees of freedom (i.e. the 10 data points inside720

the signal region in multipole minus 1 fitted parameter).721

The latter is represented by a solid red line in Fig. 10.722

Only 3 (4) combinations of energy bins has a χ2 larger723

than 16.9 (that would correspond to a p-value of 0.05)724

when masking 3FGL (2FGL) sources.725

Together with the auto-APS in Fig. 8, the cross-726

APS provides an important handle to characterize the727

emission responsible for the anisotropy signal. In728

particular, if the latter is due to only one class of729

unresolved sources, the auto-APS Ci,i
P allows us to730

reconstruct their energy spectrum and the cross-APS can731

be predicted as Ci,j
P =

!

Ci,i
P Cj,j

P . Alternatively, if we732

define the so-called cross-correlation coefficients ri,j as733

Ci,j
P /
!

Ci,i
P Cj,j

P , any deviation from 1 when i ̸= j can734

be interpreted as an indication of multiple source classes735

contributing to the signal. In Fig. 11, we show the736

cross-correlation coefficients corresponding to the best-737

fit Ci,j
P for the data set obtained masking 2FGL sources738

(left panel) and masking 3FGL sources (right panel).739

In the former case, it is clear that the cross-correlation740

coefficients of low-energy bins are systematically smaller741

than 1, when correlated with high-energy bins. This is742

in qualitative agreement with the findings of Ref. [15], in743

which the auto-APS measured in Ref. [1] was explained744

by the sum of two different populations of unresolved745

blazars at low energies, while, above ∼10 GeV, the signal746

was compatible with only one source class. Figs. 33 and747

34 in Appendix D show, for each energy bin i, how the748

cross-correlation coefficents ri,j depend on energy Ej .749

When 3FGL sources are masked (right panel) the750

situation is less clear as errors are larger (especially at751

high energies) and the estimated CP more uncertain. We752

further discuss about the nature of our auto- and cross-753

APS in Sec. VI. Note that in some cases the coefficients754

ri,j shown in Fig. 11 are larger than 1, since only the best-755

fit values are plotted. They are, however, compatible756

with 1, within their uncertainty. Also, some coefficients757

are negative (and they are associated with a black pixel).758

Although within the error bars these negative ri,j are759

actually compatible with 0, we note that negative values760

whenever that happens the estimated error is large and the
measurement is compatible with zero.
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III. ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS

A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2. (2)

Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .
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A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
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2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
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Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .

C
i,j
P = I(Ei) I(Ej) C̃P

• factor out the energy dependence 

• one population of sources: the energy spectrum can be inferred from the 
anisotropy energy spectrum

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies
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III. ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS

A. Auto- and cross-correlation angular power
spectra

An intensity sky map can be decomposed into spherical
harmonics as follows:

I(ψ) =
!

ℓm

aℓ,mYℓ,m(ψ), (1)

where I(ψ) is the intensity in the direction ψ, and Yℓ,m

are the spherical harmonic functions. The auto-APS Cℓ

of the intensity map is computed from the aℓ,m coeffi-
cients as:

Cℓ =
1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

|aℓm|2. (2)

Similarly, the cross-APS between two intensity maps
Ii and Ij is constructed by the individual aiℓ,m and ajℓ,m
coefficients:

Cij
ℓ =

1

2ℓ+ 1

ℓ
!

m=−ℓ

aiℓmaj⋆ℓm. (3)

The cross-APS between two maps at different energies
has the advantage of eliminating noise that is uncorre-
lated between the two maps. In our analysis, noise is
due to shot noise from the finite statistics of gamma-ray
events, which is indeed uncorrelated between different
maps.

B. Masking

We apply a mask to the all-sky data to reduce con-
tamination from Galactic diffuse foregrounds and from
sources already detected in the third Fermi LAT source
catalog (3FGL) [23]. The mask applied in our default
analysis excludes low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 30◦) as
well as a 2◦-circle around each point source in 3FGL. The
3FGL catalog contains 3 extended sources at moderate
and high latitudes: Centaurus A and the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds. Centaurus A and the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud are each masked excluding a 10◦-region from
their center in the catalog. We employ a 5◦ mask for
the Small Magellanic Cloud. The fraction fsky of the sky
remaining unmasked is 0.385. This mask is similar to
the one used as default mask in Ref. [1] which excluded
|b| < 30 and a 2◦-region around each source in 2FGL.
As an illustrative example, the intensity sky map of the

data between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV are shown in Fig. 1, both
unmasked (left panel) and with the default mask applied
(right panel). We test the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in the choice of mask in Sec. IVC.

C. Foreground cleaning

Despite applying a generous latitude cut via the mask,
some Galactic diffuse emission remains in the unmasked
area of the sky, particularly at low energies. To reduce
this contamination further, we perform foreground clean-
ing by subtracting a model of the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion. We use the recommended model for Pass 7 Repro-
cessed data analysis, i.e. gll iem v05 rev1.fit. This
foreground model is refit to the data in the unmasked re-
gion of the sky map and in each energy bin using GaR-

DiAn. An isotropic component is also included in the
fit. The default mask is adopted in all cases when refit-
ting the diffuse components. The resulting best-fit model
is then subtracted from the intensity maps in each en-
ergy bin to obtain residual intensity maps, on which the
anisotropy measurements are performed. Fig. 2 shows an
example of the residual intensity map for the data at 1-2
GeV energy bin.
We demonstrate the impact of foreground cleaning on

the auto- and cross-APS measurements in Sec. IVC.

D. Measurement and uncertainties

We calculate the auto- and cross-APS of the intensity
maps using the PolSpice package [24]. PolSpice de-
convolves the effect of the mask on the spectra, and it
also provides a covariance matrix among the estimates
of Cℓ at each multipole. This takes into account any
possible correlation between multipoles.
Both the finite angular resolution of the instrument

and the finite angular resolution of the map (i.e., the pix-
elization scheme) suppress the measured auto- and cross-
power APS at large multipoles. This effect is described
using the beam window function W beam

ℓ and pixel win-
dow functionW pix

ℓ , respectively. We note that they affect
the signal but not the noise term CN (see Ref. [1]). We
use the beam and pixel window functions to correct the
suppression at large multipoles so that, ultimately, our
estimation for the auto- and cross-APS is as follows4:

Csignal,ij
ℓ =

CPol,ij
ℓ − CN

(W beam,i
ℓ W beam,j

ℓ )(W pix
ℓ )2

, (4)

where i and j index different maps in the case of the cross-
APS measurement, while i = j for the auto-APS. Also,
CPol,ij

ℓ is the power spectrum delivered by PolSpice,
which is automatically corrected for the effect of masking.
The noise term CN is ⟨Nγ,pix/A2

pix⟩/Ωpix, where Nγ,pix,
Apix, and Ωpix are the number of observed events, the
exposure, and the solid angle, respectively, of each pixel,
and the averaging is done over the unmasked pixels.

4 In the following, we commony refer to this estimator simply by

Cℓ instead than by Csignal
ℓ .

• cross-correlation APS:

• cross-correlation coefficients:

• cross-correlation coefficients different than 1.0 hint at multiple components

• 2 populations of sources (contributions sum up linearly):

C
i,j
P = IA(Ei) IA(Ej) C̃P,A+IB(Ei) IB(Ej) C̃P,B

• features in the anisotropy energy spectrum indicate multiple 
populations of sources

ri,j =
C
i,j
P

!

Ci
P
C
j
P

1 population of sources: 
energy dependence 
cancels out

2 populations of sources: 
different energy dependence, 
no cancellation

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies

C
i,j
P = I(Ei) I(Ej) C̃P
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FIG. 11. Each pixel in the panels corresponds to a pair (i, j) of energy bins and it is colored according to the cross-correlation
coefficent ri,j . By construction the panels are symmetric with respect to the diagonal. The panel on the left refers to the
default data set with a mask that covers the sources in 2FGL, while the one on the right is for the mask covering 3FGL sources.
Cross-correlation coefficents below 1 indicate that the signal is due to multiple populations of sources.
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FIG. 12. Left: Auto-APS in the energy bin between 1.04 and 1.38 GeV, comparing the data with (red circles) and without
(blue triangles) foreground cleaning. The solid red line indicates the best-fit CP for the case with foreground cleaning, and the
pink band its 68% CL error. The two dashed vertical lines mark our signal region in multipole. Right: Poissonian auto-APS
as a function of the energy for the case with foreground cleaning and a signal region between ℓ = 49 and 706 (red circles) and
for the case without foreground cleaning and a signal region between ℓ = 143 and 706 (blue triangles). Default data selection
and 3FGL mask are used.

data set in the multipole range used for analysis, marked888

by the two grey vertical dashed lines in the figure.889

In Fig. 15 we show the anisotropy energy spectra890

for the three data sets discussed above. Their891

Poissonian auto-APS agree well within the measurement892

uncertainties in the various energy bins. The sharp drop893

in CP around ∼7 GeV apparent in the Pass 7 data is less894

significant in the Pass 8 PSF3 data and absent in the895

Pass 8 front data, suggesting that the feature in the Pass896

7 data may be the result of a statistical fluctuation. Also,897

with Pass 8, the auto-APS around 70 GeV has a larger898

value than with Pass 7, although the difference is only899

at the 2σ level and, thus, not very significant. We stress900

that this is only a qualitative comparison and a more901

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies
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Fitting the data with one or more populations, assuming specific energy spectra: 

I(E) ∝ E
−α I(E) ∝

!

(E/E0)
−α if E ≤ Eb

(E0/Eb)
−α+β(E/E0)

−β otherwise
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FIG. 19. Anisotropy energy spectrum for the default data set masking the sources in 3FGL (red circles). The different lines
correspond to the best-fit models to the measured auto- and cross-APS with one or two populations of unresolved sources. The
solid magenta line and the solid blue one (left panel) are for one population emitting as a power law or as a broken power law,
respectively. The solid yellow line (right panel) is for two populations with power-law energy spectra. The solid green line (right
panel) shows the best-fit in the case of one population emitting as a power law and another as a broken power law. Finally,
the thicker solid black line (present in both panels) represents the case of two populations emitting as broken power laws. This
is the scenario that best fits the data. In this case, the contribution of the two components are shown as short-dashed and
long-dashed black lines.

TABLE III. Best-fit values for the parameters defining the populations assumed to describe the measured auto- and cross-APS.
See the text for the definition of the parameters. The normalizations (A, A1 and A2) are measured in cm−4s−2sr and the
energy breaks (Eb, Eb,1 and Eb,2) are measured in GeV. Errors are given at 68% CL. The table also indicates the number of
degrees of freedom Ndof (i.e., the number of fitted data points minus the number of free parameters), the χ2 of the best-fit
solution, the χ2 of the best-fit point per degree of freedom and the corresponding p-value.

Ndof χ2 χ2/Ndof p-value
One power law

log10(A) α
−8.48+0.01

−0.01 2.29+0.02
−0.01 89 135.31 1.52 0.001

One broken power law
log10(A) α β Eb

−8.49+0.01
−0.01 2.26+0.02

−0.02 > 3.74 92.20+16.02
−16.66 87 118.57 1.36 0.010

at 68% CL
Two power laws

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2

−8.52+0.03
−0.04 2.24+0.03

−0.05 −8.81+0.14
−0.22 3.27+0.78

−0.45 87 127.60 1.47 0.003
Two broken power laws

log10(A1) α1 β1 Eb,1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.58+0.04
−0.05 2.58+0.18

−0.12 > 3.49 3.26+1.05
−0.64 −8.64+0.04

−0.05 2.10+0.05
−0.05 > 3.86 84.65+10.28

−15.71 83 91.58 1.10 0.240
at 68% CL at 68% CL
One power law and one broken power law

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.56+0.06
−0.09 2.710.260.18 −8.68+0.10

−0.13 2.08+0.88
−0.45 >3.89 84.7910.6016.13 85 98.86 1.16 0.140

at 68% CL

Nside=512. This corresponds to 3145728 pixels and an1199

angular size of approximately 0.115◦. The order is lower1200

than the one used in the data analysis (see Sec. III).1201

However, note that we will only compare our predictions1202

for the DM signal to the measured spectra below ℓ = 706,1203

i.e. for angular scales larger than 0.25◦.1204

The gamma-ray flux (in units of cm−2s−1) produced by1205

DM annihilations in the i-th energy bin and coming from1206

the pixel centered towards direction nj can be written as1207
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FIG. 19. Anisotropy energy spectrum for the default data set masking the sources in 3FGL (red circles). The different lines
correspond to the best-fit models to the measured auto- and cross-APS with one or two populations of unresolved sources. The
solid magenta line and the solid blue one (left panel) are for one population emitting as a power law or as a broken power law,
respectively. The solid yellow line (right panel) is for two populations with power-law energy spectra. The solid green line (right
panel) shows the best-fit in the case of one population emitting as a power law and another as a broken power law. Finally,
the thicker solid black line (present in both panels) represents the case of two populations emitting as broken power laws. This
is the scenario that best fits the data. In this case, the contribution of the two components are shown as short-dashed and
long-dashed black lines.

TABLE III. Best-fit values for the parameters defining the populations assumed to describe the measured auto- and cross-APS.
See the text for the definition of the parameters. The normalizations (A, A1 and A2) are measured in cm−4s−2sr and the
energy breaks (Eb, Eb,1 and Eb,2) are measured in GeV. Errors are given at 68% CL. The table also indicates the number of
degrees of freedom Ndof (i.e., the number of fitted data points minus the number of free parameters), the χ2 of the best-fit
solution, the χ2 of the best-fit point per degree of freedom and the corresponding p-value.

Ndof χ2 χ2/Ndof p-value
One power law

log10(A) α
−8.48+0.01

−0.01 2.29+0.02
−0.01 89 135.31 1.52 0.001

One broken power law
log10(A) α β Eb

−8.49+0.01
−0.01 2.26+0.02

−0.02 > 3.74 92.20+16.02
−16.66 87 118.57 1.36 0.010

at 68% CL
Two power laws

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2

−8.52+0.03
−0.04 2.24+0.03

−0.05 −8.81+0.14
−0.22 3.27+0.78

−0.45 87 127.60 1.47 0.003
Two broken power laws

log10(A1) α1 β1 Eb,1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.58+0.04
−0.05 2.58+0.18

−0.12 > 3.49 3.26+1.05
−0.64 −8.64+0.04

−0.05 2.10+0.05
−0.05 > 3.86 84.65+10.28

−15.71 83 91.58 1.10 0.240
at 68% CL at 68% CL
One power law and one broken power law

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.56+0.06
−0.09 2.710.260.18 −8.68+0.10

−0.13 2.08+0.88
−0.45 >3.89 84.7910.6016.13 85 98.86 1.16 0.140

at 68% CL

Nside=512. This corresponds to 3145728 pixels and an1199

angular size of approximately 0.115◦. The order is lower1200

than the one used in the data analysis (see Sec. III).1201

However, note that we will only compare our predictions1202

for the DM signal to the measured spectra below ℓ = 706,1203

i.e. for angular scales larger than 0.25◦.1204

The gamma-ray flux (in units of cm−2s−1) produced by1205

DM annihilations in the i-th energy bin and coming from1206

the pixel centered towards direction nj can be written as1207

1 population 2 populations 
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Best-fit interpretation
• Two populations of sources emitting with broken-power-law spectra has the 

lowest χ2 (χ2/dof=1.10, p-value=0.24) 
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FIG. 19. Anisotropy energy spectrum for the default data set masking the sources in 3FGL (red circles). The different lines
correspond to the best-fit models to the measured auto- and cross-APS with one or two populations of unresolved sources. The
solid magenta line and the solid blue one (left panel) are for one population emitting as a power law or as a broken power law,
respectively. The solid yellow line (right panel) is for two populations with power-law energy spectra. The solid green line (right
panel) shows the best-fit in the case of one population emitting as a power law and another as a broken power law. Finally,
the thicker solid black line (present in both panels) represents the case of two populations emitting as broken power laws. This
is the scenario that best fits the data. In this case, the contribution of the two components are shown as short-dashed and
long-dashed black lines.

TABLE III. Best-fit values for the parameters defining the populations assumed to describe the measured auto- and cross-APS.
See the text for the definition of the parameters. The normalizations (A, A1 and A2) are measured in cm−4s−2sr and the
energy breaks (Eb, Eb,1 and Eb,2) are measured in GeV. Errors are given at 68% CL. The table also indicates the number of
degrees of freedom Ndof (i.e., the number of fitted data points minus the number of free parameters), the χ2 of the best-fit
solution, the χ2 of the best-fit point per degree of freedom and the corresponding p-value.

Ndof χ2 χ2/Ndof p-value
One power law

log10(A) α
−8.48+0.01

−0.01 2.29+0.02
−0.01 89 135.31 1.52 0.001

One broken power law
log10(A) α β Eb

−8.49+0.01
−0.01 2.26+0.02

−0.02 > 3.74 92.20+16.02
−16.66 87 118.57 1.36 0.010

at 68% CL
Two power laws

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2

−8.52+0.03
−0.04 2.24+0.03

−0.05 −8.81+0.14
−0.22 3.27+0.78

−0.45 87 127.60 1.47 0.003
Two broken power laws

log10(A1) α1 β1 Eb,1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.58+0.04
−0.05 2.58+0.18

−0.12 > 3.49 3.26+1.05
−0.64 −8.64+0.04

−0.05 2.10+0.05
−0.05 > 3.86 84.65+10.28

−15.71 83 91.58 1.10 0.240
at 68% CL at 68% CL
One power law and one broken power law

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.56+0.06
−0.09 2.710.260.18 −8.68+0.10

−0.13 2.08+0.88
−0.45 >3.89 84.7910.6016.13 85 98.86 1.16 0.140

at 68% CL

Nside=512. This corresponds to 3145728 pixels and an1199

angular size of approximately 0.115◦. The order is lower1200

than the one used in the data analysis (see Sec. III).1201

However, note that we will only compare our predictions1202

for the DM signal to the measured spectra below ℓ = 706,1203

i.e. for angular scales larger than 0.25◦.1204

The gamma-ray flux (in units of cm−2s−1) produced by1205

DM annihilations in the i-th energy bin and coming from1206

the pixel centered towards direction nj can be written as1207

1st population 2nd population
log10(A / cm-2s-1sr-1) = -8.58-0.05+0.04 log10(A / cm-2s-1sr-1) = -8.64-0.05+0.04

α = 2.58-0.12+0.18 α = 2.10 ± 0.05
β>3.49 at 68%CL β>3.86 at 68%CL

Eb=3.26-0.64+1.05 GeV Eb=84.65-15.71+10.28 GeV

Interpretation with one 
population of sources is 
excluded at 95% CL 
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C
i,j
P =

!

m

Im(Ei)Im(Ej) C̃P,m

• 91 equations (independent combinations of 13 energy bins) 

• m source classes 

• in each of the 13 energy bins, we have m Im(Ei), summing to the measured intensity 

• number of degrees of freedom = 91 - (13-1)m - m = 91 - 13m 

• system of equations can be solved up to m=7 

• for each m, we perform a Bayesian scan over 
1. m CP,m 
2. 13m Im(Ei) with a given sum 

and the following likelihood

2

Poissonian APS in the combination (i, j) of energy bins97

can be written as follows:98

Ci,j
P =

!

m

Iim Ijm C̃P,m, (1)

where the sum runs over all the contributing source99

classes (labeled by capital latin letters, i.e., class A, class100

B, etc.). In Eq. 1 we also assume that, for each source101

class, it is possible to factorize the energy dependence of102

the APS entirely by means of the integrated intensities103

Iim and Ijm. The remaining energy independent factor104

(i.e. C̃P,m) is referred to as the “fluctuation APS” (see105

Refs. [4, 5]). Whether this factorization represents a good106

assumption or not is discussed later on in this section.107

Also, the hypothesis of the source populations being108

uncorrelated is supported by the fact that their APS109

can be decomposed in two terms, referred to as the “1-110

halo” and the “2-halo” components. The former depends111

on the abundance of the sources below their detection112

threshold and on the spatial morphology or their gamma-113

ray emission, while the latter also contains a dependence114

on their distribution [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). Classes115

of extragalactic sources are expected to trace the same116

large-scale structure of the Universe and, in principle,117

their 2-halo term is correlated. However, it is a normal118

predictions for the gamma-ray emitters contributing to119

the DGRB that that such 2-halo term is subdominant120

with respect to the 1-halo one, at least for angular121

multipoles larger ∼1001.122

Considering the 91 independent combinations of123

energy bins from Ref. [3], Eq. 1 is a set of 91 equations124

with a 13m variables, where m is the number of source125

classes considered in the sum. The number of variables126

is obtained by summing the m energy-independent C̃P127

with the m sets of intensities Iim, for the 13 energy bins,128

and noting that, for each energy bin, the contribution of129

one source class can always be determined by imposing130

that the total sum is equal to the measured Ii, i.e. that131

Ii =
"

m Iim.132

For a specific scenario with m source classes133

contributing to the DGRB, solving the system of134

equations in Eq. 1 will mean determine their contribution135

to the DGRB intensity and, at the same time, their136

fluctuation APS. Note that the emission of each source137

class is not constrained to follow any specific spectral138

behaviour (e.g. a power law or an exponential cut-139

off): the intensities Iim are independent variables for each140

energy bin considered.141

We are not going to solve the system of equations142

in Eq. 1 analytically since, in some cases, it may be143

not intervible. Instead, we will perform scans over a144

1 The only exception may be star-forming galaxies which can be
characterized by a significant 2-halo component [10]. However,
being the only one, its 2-halo does not correlate with that of any
other class.

parameter space with 13m dimensions. For each point145

Θ in this parameter space, we identify each Θi with one146

of the variables in Eq. 1 and compute the corresponding147

Ci,j
P (Θ) from Eq. 1. Thus, we can assign toΘ a likelihood148

by comparing Ci,j
P (Θ) to the observed Ci,j

P , as follows149

logL(Θ) = −
1

2

!

i,j

#

Ci,j
P (Θ) − Ci,j

P

σi,j
P

$2

. (2)

The likelihood is defined assuming that the data Ci,j
P150

follow a Gaussian distribution with dispersions denoted151

by σi,j
P , i.e. the errors associated to the Poissonian APS152

Ci,j
P in Ref. [3]. Maximizing the likelihood, we determine153

the regions in the 13m-dimensions parameter space that154

provide good solutions to Eq. 2, with respect to the155

errors σi,j
P . For m = 7 (i.e. 7 populations of sources),156

the number of variables equals precisely the number of157

equations in Eq. 1. Therefore, we do not consider values158

of m larger than 6. The scans are performed with159

PolyChord v1.92 [13, 14] with a precision of 0.001 and160

a number of live points of 104 for m ≤ 4 and 5000161

for m > 5, in order to achieve a good sampling of the162

likelihood, without having to deal with files that are163

too big and difficult to handle. We assume log priors164

for the fluctuation APS, between 10−8 and 10−3. For165

the intensities Iim, instead of working directly with Iim,166

we sample the fractional intensity f i
m = Iim/Ii of the167

m-th source class in energy bin i. The sum over all168

source classes is, by definiton, 1 in each energy bin:169
"

m f i
m = 1. Therefore, the sampling is not uniform170

and it can be achieved, for example, by using priors that171

follow a Dirichlet distribution. However, we find that,172

employing Dirichlet priors, the scan cannot find solutions173

in which one (or more than one) of the f i
m is significantly174

smaller than the others, e.g. f i
A ≪ f i

B. Thus, we175

prefer to implement the following sample strategy that176

works for m ≥ 23 and that is repeated independently177

for each energy bin: we generate a variable xm−1 with178

log priors between 10−4 and 1 and interpret it as the179

sum of all the fractional intensities except the last one:180

xm−1 =
"m−2

n=0 f i
n. So, by definition, f i

m−1 = 1 − xm−1.181

Now, we generate another variable xm−2 witj log priors182

between 10−4 and xm−1 and we interpret it as the sum183

of all the fraction intensities except the next-to-last one,184

xm−2 =
"m−3

n=0 f i
n. By definition, f i

m−2 = f i
m−1 − xm−2.185

Note that this does not necessarily mean that f i
m−2 <186

f i
m−1. We repeat the last step for other variables {xn},187

decreasing their index until x0. For each xn we obtain the188

corresponding f i
n. We verified that this procedure allows189

the sampling performed by PolyChord to find solutions190

in which one coordinate is much smaller than the others.191

2 https://ccpforge.cse.rl.ac.uk/gf/project/polychord/
3 For m = 1, one only need to sample C̃P,A since the f i

A
are all 1

by definition.
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FIG. 1. Model-independent reconstruction of the DGRB in terms of 2 populations of sources. The black data points in the left
panels show the DGRB intensity ES and its statistical error from Ref. [2], in the case of “model A” for the Galactic foreground.
The grey boxes indicate the systematic errors associated with the subtraction of the Galactic foreground. The black data points
in the right panels are the anisotropy energy spectrum from Ref. [3] in the case of the mask around 2FGL sources (top) or
around 3FGL sources (bottom). In all panels, the red dots (blue triangles) show the best-fit solution for class A (class B). The
red (pink) error bars indicate the 68% CL (95% CL) region around the best fit for class A. The same is shown by the blue
(cyan) error bars in the case of class B. Note the different scale on the y-axis of the right panels.

and a p-value of 0.004. Both the intensity ES and the294

APS are well described by only one population, apart295

from a small contribution from a second population296

contributing partially only below 1 GeV for the intensity297

ES. It is interesting to notice that, at least below 10298

GeV, the reconstruction of the subdominant population299

(class A) is still characterized by an upper and lower300

limit. This shows the power of our technique in301

identifying sudominant source populations. Indeed, the302

1-population scenario is characterized by a best-fit χ2
303

of 140.63 and the likelihood-ratio test allows to exclude304

the 1-population case at 99% CL. It should be noted305

that, even if formally the data allows to exclude the306

1-population scenario, simply by looking at the lower307

panels of Fig. 1, qualitatively one source class is not doing308

a poor job in reproducing the data. This is be in contrast309

with what found in Ref. [3], where the 1-population310

scenario was discarded at 95% CL over the 2-population311

one. However, the reader should remember that, in our312

model-independent approach, we are enforcing also a313

good fit to the data of the intensity ES, something that314

is missing in Ref. [3].315

The Bayesian model comparison yields a lnB of 1.7,316

which only suggests a weak evidence for the 2-population317

case over the 1-population one, according to the Jeffrey’s318

scale.319

The results in the case of 3 populations of sources320

(m = 3) are summarized in Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1, the321

best-fit solution has one source class describing the data322

at high energies (for E > 20 − 30 GeV, in the case of323

the intensity ES and for E > 7 − 10 GeV for the auto-324

APS) and another at lower energies. The third class is325
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FIG. 1. Model-independent reconstruction of the DGRB in terms of 2 populations of sources. The black data points in the left
panels show the DGRB intensity ES and its statistical error from Ref. [2], in the case of “model A” for the Galactic foreground.
The grey boxes indicate the systematic errors associated with the subtraction of the Galactic foreground. The black data points
in the right panels are the anisotropy energy spectrum from Ref. [3] in the case of the mask around 2FGL sources (top) or
around 3FGL sources (bottom). In all panels, the red dots (blue triangles) show the best-fit solution for class A (class B). The
red (pink) error bars indicate the 68% CL (95% CL) region around the best fit for class A. The same is shown by the blue
(cyan) error bars in the case of class B. Note the different scale on the y-axis of the right panels.

and a p-value of 0.004. Both the intensity ES and the294

APS are well described by only one population, apart295

from a small contribution from a second population296

contributing partially only below 1 GeV for the intensity297

ES. It is interesting to notice that, at least below 10298

GeV, the reconstruction of the subdominant population299

(class A) is still characterized by an upper and lower300

limit. This shows the power of our technique in301

identifying sudominant source populations. Indeed, the302

1-population scenario is characterized by a best-fit χ2
303

of 140.63 and the likelihood-ratio test allows to exclude304

the 1-population case at 99% CL. It should be noted305

that, even if formally the data allows to exclude the306

1-population scenario, simply by looking at the lower307

panels of Fig. 1, qualitatively one source class is not doing308

a poor job in reproducing the data. This is be in contrast309

with what found in Ref. [3], where the 1-population310

scenario was discarded at 95% CL over the 2-population311

one. However, the reader should remember that, in our312

model-independent approach, we are enforcing also a313

good fit to the data of the intensity ES, something that314

is missing in Ref. [3].315

The Bayesian model comparison yields a lnB of 1.7,316

which only suggests a weak evidence for the 2-population317

case over the 1-population one, according to the Jeffrey’s318

scale.319

The results in the case of 3 populations of sources320

(m = 3) are summarized in Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1, the321

best-fit solution has one source class describing the data322

at high energies (for E > 20 − 30 GeV, in the case of323

the intensity ES and for E > 7 − 10 GeV for the auto-324

APS) and another at lower energies. The third class is325
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FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 2 but interpreting the DGRB data in terms of 3 populations of sources. Note the different scale in the
y-axis for the right panels.

always subdominant, apart around 30 ro 300 GeV). The326

best fit has a χ2 of 70.53 with 62 degrees of freedom,327

corresponding to a χ2 per degree of freedom of 1.14328

and a p-value of 0.21. The fit is better than with 2329

populations of sources. The likelihood-ratio test excludes330

the 2-population scenario with a confidence larger than331

99% CL. On the other hand, the Bayes factor is only 1, so332

that the Bayesian model comparison is not able to assign333

a preference to one of the two scenarios.334

The interpretation of the data with the 3FGL mask in335

the case of 3 source classes is very similar to the case with336

m = 2: one population dominated both the intensity337

ES and the APS, apart at low energies and in the338

last 1-2 energy bins where there is a small contribution339

from another class. The χ2 of the best-fit is 112.21,340

corresponding to a χ2 per degree of freedom of 1.81 and341

p-value smaller than 10−3. There is no preference for the342

3-population scenario over the 2-population one either343

with the likelihood-ratio test or by calculating the Bayes344

factor.345

IV. CONCLUSIONS346

ES and APS not same monhts. APS not Poissonian.347

Error on ES.348
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χ2/dof=1.14  
p-value=0.21

χ2/dof=1.81 
p-value=0.001
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• off-diagonal entries for m>n: TS = χ2 of the best fit for the more complex model (m 
sources) - χ2 of the best fit for the simpler model (n sources)  

• p-values below 0.01, between 0.01 and 0.05, between 0.05 and 0.32 and above 
0.32

• simpler model can be excluded with a significance larger than 99%, between 99% 
and 95%, between 95% and 68%, below 68%

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies
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FIG. 3. (Left:) The diagonal elements contain the best-fit χ
2, the best-fit χ

2 per degree of freedom (in italics and between
parenthesis) and the corresponding p-value (in bold), as function of the number of source classes when we consider the mask
around 2FGL sources. For the off-diagonal elements (m,n) we compare models with m source classes with models with n

source classes, when m > n. The numbers inside the cells are the ∆χ
2, defined as the difference between the best-fit χ2 of the

most complex model (i.e. m classes) and the simpler one (i.e. n classes). By means of the Chernoff’s theorem (see text), the
∆χ

2 can be used to compute the p-value of the model comparison. The colors of the off-diagonal elements reflects the p-values,
with levels at 0.01 (dark green), 0.05 (light green), 0.32 (light orange) and above (orange). The color can also be interpreted in
the following way: the simpler model can be excluded (with respect to the more complex one) with a significance larger than
99% CL, between 99% and 95% CL, between 95% and 68% CL or below 68% CL if the color is dark green, light green, light
orange or orange, repsectively. (Right:) Same as the left panel but fitting the data obtained when masking 3FGL sources.
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Model comparison (Bayesian)
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• diagonal entries: evidence of the scan 

• off-diagonal entries for m>n: Bayes factor 

• strong, moderate and weak preference for the simpler model

• strong, moderate and weak preference for the more complex model

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies
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FIG. 4. (Left:) The diagonal elements contain the evidence for the performed scans, as function of the number of source classes
when we consider the mask around 2FGL sources. The off-diagonal elements (m,n), with m > n, contain the Bayes factor
in the comparison between the more complex model (i.e., m source classes) and the simpler one (i.e. n source classes). The
off-diagonal elements are color-coded according to Jeffrey’s scale: red, dark orange and lighter orange correspond to strong,
moderate and weak evidence in favour of the simpler model. Yellow indicates no significant preference between the two models.
Ochre, light green and dark green denote weak, moderate and strong evidence in favour of the more complex model. (Right:)
Same as the left panel but fitting the data obtained when masking 3FGL sources.
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Energy dependence of the fluctuation APS
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source field 
(number of emitters 

or squared DM density)

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies

δ(n, z) =
ρf (n,χ)

⟨ρf (z)⟩

I(E,n) =

!
dχW (E, z) ρf (n,χ) =!

dχW (E, z) δf (n,χ)

I(E,n) =

!
dχW (E, z) ρf (n,χ) =!

dχW (E, z) δf (n,χ)

Cℓ =

!

dχ

χ2
W 2(E, z)Pf

"

k =
ℓ

χ
, z

#

⟨δ̃f (k) δ̃f (k
′)⟩ = (2π)2 δ(3)(k−k

′)Pf (k)

C̃ℓ =

!
dχχ−2W 2(E, z)Pf (k = ℓ/χ, z)

[
!
dχW (E, z) ⟨ρf (z)⟩]2 independent on energy if  

W(E,z) is separable in E and z, 
but flux from a source at z 

normally depends on E(1+z)
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TS=2.30

TS=4.61

TS=2.30

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies
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FIG. 19. Anisotropy energy spectrum for the default data set masking the sources in 3FGL (red circles). The different lines
correspond to the best-fit models to the measured auto- and cross-APS with one or two populations of unresolved sources. The
solid magenta line and the solid blue one (left panel) are for one population emitting as a power law or as a broken power law,
respectively. The solid yellow line (right panel) is for two populations with power-law energy spectra. The solid green line (right
panel) shows the best-fit in the case of one population emitting as a power law and another as a broken power law. Finally,
the thicker solid black line (present in both panels) represents the case of two populations emitting as broken power laws. This
is the scenario that best fits the data. In this case, the contribution of the two components are shown as short-dashed and
long-dashed black lines.

TABLE III. Best-fit values for the parameters defining the populations assumed to describe the measured auto- and cross-APS.
See the text for the definition of the parameters. The normalizations (A, A1 and A2) are measured in cm−4s−2sr and the
energy breaks (Eb, Eb,1 and Eb,2) are measured in GeV. Errors are given at 68% CL. The table also indicates the number of
degrees of freedom Ndof (i.e., the number of fitted data points minus the number of free parameters), the χ2 of the best-fit
solution, the χ2 of the best-fit point per degree of freedom and the corresponding p-value.

Ndof χ2 χ2/Ndof p-value
One power law

log10(A) α
−8.48+0.01

−0.01 2.29+0.02
−0.01 89 135.31 1.52 0.001

One broken power law
log10(A) α β Eb

−8.49+0.01
−0.01 2.26+0.02

−0.02 > 3.74 92.20+16.02
−16.66 87 118.57 1.36 0.010

at 68% CL
Two power laws

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2

−8.52+0.03
−0.04 2.24+0.03

−0.05 −8.81+0.14
−0.22 3.27+0.78

−0.45 87 127.60 1.47 0.003
Two broken power laws

log10(A1) α1 β1 Eb,1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.58+0.04
−0.05 2.58+0.18

−0.12 > 3.49 3.26+1.05
−0.64 −8.64+0.04

−0.05 2.10+0.05
−0.05 > 3.86 84.65+10.28

−15.71 83 91.58 1.10 0.240
at 68% CL at 68% CL
One power law and one broken power law

log10(A1) α1 log10(A2) α2 β2 Eb,2

−8.56+0.06
−0.09 2.710.260.18 −8.68+0.10

−0.13 2.08+0.88
−0.45 >3.89 84.7910.6016.13 85 98.86 1.16 0.140

at 68% CL

Nside=512. This corresponds to 3145728 pixels and an1199

angular size of approximately 0.115◦. The order is lower1200

than the one used in the data analysis (see Sec. III).1201

However, note that we will only compare our predictions1202

for the DM signal to the measured spectra below ℓ = 706,1203

i.e. for angular scales larger than 0.25◦.1204

The gamma-ray flux (in units of cm−2s−1) produced by1205

DM annihilations in the i-th energy bin and coming from1206

the pixel centered towards direction nj can be written as1207

• new measurement of auto- and cross-APS 

• multiple contributions of the signal (for 2FGL mask the best χ2 is reached for 
3 populations of sources 

• model independent approach tests other interpretations (class C is 
compatible with blazars and class B with star-forming galaxies but galaxies 
are not that anisotropic)
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FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 2 but interpreting the DGRB data in terms of 3 populations of sources. Note the different scale in the
y-axis for the right panels.

always subdominant, apart around 30 ro 300 GeV). The326

best fit has a χ2 of 70.53 with 62 degrees of freedom,327

corresponding to a χ2 per degree of freedom of 1.14328

and a p-value of 0.21. The fit is better than with 2329

populations of sources. The likelihood-ratio test excludes330

the 2-population scenario with a confidence larger than331

99% CL. On the other hand, the Bayes factor is only 1, so332

that the Bayesian model comparison is not able to assign333

a preference to one of the two scenarios.334

The interpretation of the data with the 3FGL mask in335

the case of 3 source classes is very similar to the case with336

m = 2: one population dominated both the intensity337

ES and the APS, apart at low energies and in the338

last 1-2 energy bins where there is a small contribution339

from another class. The χ2 of the best-fit is 112.21,340

corresponding to a χ2 per degree of freedom of 1.81 and341

p-value smaller than 10−3. There is no preference for the342

3-population scenario over the 2-population one either343

with the likelihood-ratio test or by calculating the Bayes344

factor.345

The situation with 4 or more classes of sources is346

similar to Fig. 2: in the case of the 2FGL mask, the347

data are well fitted by two populations of sources, one348

explaining the data at low energies (below ∼10 GeV for349

the intensity ES and below 4-5 GeV for the auto-APS)350

and one at higher energies. All the other source classes351

remain subdominant. We decide not to include the352

corresponding plots. However, we summarize the quality353

of the fits and the model comparison in Fig. 3 and 4. In354

Fig. 3, the diagonal entries indicate the χ2 of the best-fit355

point, the same χ2 but per degrees of freedom and the356

corresponding p-value. For the 2FGL mask (left panel),357

the lowest best-fit χ2 is for 4 source classes and, for358

m > 4, adding additional populations does not improve359

the goodness of the fit. As a consequence, the best-360

fit χ per degrees of freedom starts to increase and the361

corresponding p-value to decrease. When 3FGL sources362

are masked, the χ2 of the best-fit point stays more or363

less constant for m > 1 (expect for a small decrease in364

the case of 4 source classes), while the χ2 per degrees of365

freedom increases and the p-value decreases.366

The off-diagonal elements (m,n) in Fig 3 contain, for367
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• n-dim simplex is the locus of points where Σi=0,n-1 xi=1 

• Dirichlet probability distribution generates random points on the 
simplex 

• n=2

TS=2.30
TS=4.61

1

1

x0

x1

• n=3

x0

x1

x2

x0

x11

1

slice  
along x2

• I need m {xi}: x0, …, xm-1,  
summing to 1 

• generate m-1 {yi}: y0, …, ym-2 

• ym-2 interpreted as Σi=0,n-2 xi 

• ym-3 interpreted as Σi=0,n-3 xi, etc.

Model-independent interpretation of the 2016 Fermi LAT measurement of gamma-ray anisotropies


